
Keep one oar in the water. 
Slow your pace, but 

DON’T stop all of your 
lead-generating activities

Engage in active recovery.
 Focus on closing the transactions 

you generated during the Blitz 
and check in with all the leads 

you generated. 

Schedule each day, 
including downtime. Plan a 
vacation, a long weekend or 

a day o�. Schedule your work 
days to ensure nothing falls 

through the cracks.

Stop doing your daily 
proactive lead generation. 
Calls, notes and Pop-Bys are 

still important.

Stop working completely. 
On the days you plan to work, 

show up 100%.

Work each day on a whim. 
When you don’t have a plan, 

you’ll spend more time focused 
on emergencies and drama 

instead of productive activities.
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We’re not built to work at a peak state 
all the time. When we try to, we go 
against our natural design, which 
requires periods of rest and recovery.

With the three Blitz productivity sprints, we’re familiar with the “run” part 
of the cycle. However, by making time for rest, we gain the focus and 

energy to go farther and faster.

Many real estate professionals 
“fear” that scheduling downtime 
will be seen as a lack of 
commitment and/or cause them 
to lose business.

Boost your brain power. 
The brain uses “rest” time 

to store short-term memories and 
process information.

Fully recharge your body. 
Rest is critical for recharging your 

energy and physically restoring 
your body.

Solve problems quickly 
and more creatively. 

Taking a break allows you to look 
at challenges with “fresh eyes.”

#1      
source of 

stress is job
 pressure

75% of working 
professionals have taken a 

“mental health day” to 
cope with stress.

26% of working 
professionals say 

they’re “very burnt out”
by work.

75%

26%

Rest & Play 
Can Pay 

why don’t we downtime?

All out all the time  =  Burnout

The “Ebb” Is essential

The Rest-Run Cycle
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WHAT TO DO

WHAT NOT TO DO

How to put the rest-run 
cycle to work for you

You can achieve more and do it in less time. You 
can increase your performance by increasing your 

rest. You can make more by working less.
—BRIAN BUFFINI

Taking care of yourself is taking care of business.
—BRIAN BUFFINI
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R = REAL


